### Information Technology Services

**Vice President & CIO**
LeRoy Butler, PhD

**VP/CIO Office**
V. Rideaux

#### Business Operations & Administrative Services
Gail Ivanauskas
Mary Jo Banks

#### Data, Security & Architecture
**Jim Sibellier**

#### Academic & Operational Support
Dan Vonder Heide

#### Integritations & Applications
Dawn Fitzgerald

#### Desktop Services
Chuck Zelinski
Paul Cashman
Giorgio Costa
Taylor Henry
Samuel Jackson
Jaime Herrera
Caleb Leamon
Chris Oh
Adina Tenenbaum (PPT)

#### Network Services
Dave Wieczorek
Michael Catania
Joe Fernandes
Dave Gabrovich
Jared Thomas
Anna Villanyi
Nick Liberatore

#### Server Operations
Jonathan Fischer
David Keim
Eric Killham
Joseph Koral
Sherin Mathai
Asit Pathak
James Smith
Corkey Wilburn

#### Database Management & Middleware
John Schleibinger

#### Business Systems
**Dorothy Rodriguez**
Gaudwin Timoteo
Daniele Barachki

#### Web Development & Content Management
**Xiomara Franco**
David Kesler
Michael Martin
John Mc Givney
Caroline Mwangi
Nalin Patel
Lydia Robertson
Ivan Siap
Teresa Villalobos

#### Enterprise Architecture
Homayoon Taheri
Ria Kalish

#### Business Process Analyst
Jim Pardonek
Ashour Daniel
Mykael Baig
Chris Campbell
Alesandra Stosovic
Dionna Atwood

#### Advancement Services - Asst VP, Adv Ops /Campaign Planning
Team Members - 29

#### Data Warehouse & Business Intelligence
**Tony Vavaratos**
Kevin Ahern
Valerie Boudas
Scott Frendres
Jasmina Hoscheit
Nick Jones
Sean Ohlinger

#### Project Management
Polly Eron
Daniel Gethner
Diane Haberkorn
Kelly Pearce
Megan Youngs
Cheryl Zan

#### Digital Media Services
**Nick Liberatore**
Kaya Cooney
Kat Liu
Greg Small
Julia Spagnuolo
Jared Thomas
Anna Villanyi
Student Support-40

#### Instructional Technology & Research Support
**Tim Walker**
Oliver Batchelor
Amy Hoyt
Sarah Kinne
Hannah Lee Otto
Michael Paulin
Mariana Saba
John Schneider
Student Support-2

#### Sr. Client Tech Analyst
Robert Smymsiyak
Student Support-6

#### Classroom Support
**Kathy Chavez Dominik**
Virgilio Conanan
Gregory Grmek
Clyde Nelson
Katrina Martinez
Ryan Sabo

#### Law School Computing Services
**Alison Stillwell**
Daniele Barachki
Dorothy Rodriguez
Gaudwin Timoteo
Student Support-21

#### Service Desk
**Megan Youngs**
Darlene Barachki
Dorothy Rodriguez
Gaudwin Timoteo
Student Support-21

#### Law School Computing Services
Director of IT
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**Student Systems**
Xiomara Franco
David Kesler
Michael Martin
John Mc Givney
Caroline Mwangi
Nalin Patel
Lydia Robertson
Ivan Siap
Teresa Villalobos

**Business Systems Integration**
Mary Bunker
Jesse Goodman
Taneq Gerges
Andrez Janusz
Aisa Navarro
Enrique Olmo
Marco Reynoso
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